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It's time the vice-presidents faced up-or it's time President Heady did it for them-to the fact that their suspensions for one academic year of three UNM students was
harsh and unreasonable.
It's time they realized what nearly everyone else, from
students to faculty, already realizes-that the punishment
is in no way merited by the "crime."
Sherman Smith, for one, should know this the best of all.
Harold Lavender has only been here three years, and so he
can't be expected to have Smith's information. But SmithSmith, six years ago, was involved in the discipline of the
,.pj Kappa Alphas for their part in a series of major thefts
and bombings (see story, page 4) on the UNM campus.
Flow In Harmony
That fraternity was suspended for one month.
No University disciplinary action was taken against the
confessed bombers.
Bemn is olgned guest editorial o:pin!on, not necessarily reflecting the views of The Lobo.
There was no sentence passed out in advance of a hearBy THOMAS ORMSBY
world today •.. one with great that ... it makes me feel freer).
ing-except for the fraternity itself being suspended for
I wish that I had time to tell merit . . . and one which opens
This is the wave of the future
30 days-and we question if suspension is any more ap- you all some far out jokes like new and greater means of joyous is ever there is one. To make our
before, but for this column any- thought ... and we need only lay' conscioJisness one which works
propriate today than it was then.
way, let us be serious ... (giggl- aside the desire to generate any upon itself for peace is to make
sort of energy outward (from one which does not use any of its
Perhaps the question that most interests The Lobo, is ing is allowed, however).
After
almost
two
years
of
withln)
which is other than love. energies to further war or its
whether or not the social and political and military status smoke-filled rooms and Beatle
There has been much said about sire, hate. In fact, why not abanof the offenders in 1962 had some mitigating effect that the records, I have returned to this those who seek peace, but I say don any kind of unpleasant thinkchanging campus to find myself to you in great truth that there is ing whlch crowds our own inner
student demonstrators today can not look forward to.
in the midst of a small scale, but no finer goal toward which to goodness.
We feel it is time to recognize that on the order of things a b a 11 o on in g incident ... the strive in these times (of many
Neither LBJ, nor any of the
the deeds of Cooper, Russell, and Wright don't amount to NROTC/suspended-student crisis varied influences) which try to candidates, nor anyone in the
,. ;anything when compared to the bombings, vandalisms, and which has become a sufficient- distract us from being peaceful world is as responsible for what's
enough nucleus for publicity as or unloving ... right?
happening as are we. Let us raise
thefts of six years ago.
is needed. I write thls column
Picketing and demonstrations our wondrous creative thought
It's time to recognize that the vice-presidents-for what- hoping to preclude any further do not generate peace, but only power and help the Universe(ity)
developments which will undoubt- serve to antagonize a volatile of New Mexico become an example
ever mistaken reasons-have made too much of this ridi- edly
invite antagonism . • • an world and bring increasing police to all that here, love is being
culous incident.
unpleasant emotion in these high- power upon us to stop action. born and it will be nourished
strung times that finds the world Behold the news around us.
amply by rewards coming from
It's time to recognize the vice-presidents' actions for searchlng
its heart for peace.
We must begin to abandon the the Guy who's running this whole
what they are-incredibly poor in judgement and restraint,
It's been difficult trying to lo- false guises of politics and seek show for us.
I wish you all love and :IJeace.
informed by a misused interpretation of procedure, and a cate the real heroes of peace amid higher levels of thinking where
this
distorted
coverage
of
the
unipeace
and
love
dwell
in
beautiful
Love
ROTC, for love can even
dangerous departure from principles of fair play, due verse. In trying to find peace, it and undiminishing abundance.
melt the sterness of today's miliprocess, and humanism.
is easy to impose the blame on
Let us flow in harmony with tary mind. Love Wallace for he's
"The government of a university depends, even more someone/anyone else ..• and this the vast and rapidly expanding only here to show us that we're
is the cause of all these awareness which we are of. (I going the wrong way. And, of
than that of a political community, upon the consent of all perhaps,
misunderstandings.
concluded that sentence with a course, (smiling) love God
the governed to accept decisions reached by its constituThere is a new trend in the preposition because I like to do and, uh, everythlng in it.
tional processes," said the Cox Report on Columbia.
It's time to realize that that goal is best realized through
Letters arc welcome, and should
a rigorous concern for fair play and appropriateness.
be no longer than 250 wordo typewritten, double spaced. Name, tele.,.,.
The student body meeting last night came to this realizaphone number and address must be
included, althoURh name will be
tion.
withheld upon request.
The faculty meeting last night came to this realization
be contracted by ordinance (an who worked on the Hokona bouse
and met that realization with a clear and strong recommenOPPOSES CONVENTION
ordinance gives citizens some no- dec or a ti on s for Homecoming
dation that the suspensions be revoked and that orderly To The Editor:
tice and allows an opportunity for would like to set the story
procedures be followed.
straight.
Many individuals and organiza- referendum) ;
tions
are
urging
the
voters
of
The Cox Commission reported that a university--ColumThe reason Hokona, the largest
4. Removal of the requirement
New Mexico to aJ)prove, on No- that a law providing for state women's dormitory, did not have
bia in their ease-represented a microcosm of the nation. vember
6, a call for a constitumust be published decorations was that very few
Perhaps the single most important consideration in the well- tional convention. It is estimated indebtedness
in each county, once each week people were interested in helping.
being of that microcosm and that nation is the need for a that such a convention would cost for four weeks, before the elec- Of the 450 residents of Hokona, no
more than thirty women worked
tion submitting it to the voter;
determination that we shall be governed by a rule of law, not about $1,000,000.
on the project. Of these thirty,
However, those urging us to
5.
That
"earmarking''
of
funds
of men.
approve this action have been be allowed, such as gasoline taxes approximately ten worked for
It is for this reason that The Lobo opposes so strongly strangely silent regarding the for road building nor hunting more than two hours.
At 4 a.m. Friday morning the
the vice-presidents' decision to suspend-without hearing, completely new constitution that license fees for the Game Dewould be proposed. Thls is con- partment.
hard
core of workers realized the
without counsel, without need-and urges the University tained in the Report of the Conhopelessness
of completing the
Other sections make such procommunity to take every opportunity to let the administra- stitutional Revision Commission
decorations
which
were only half
which was adopted in November posals as abolishment of most of done. At that time we decided it
tion know of its lack of support.
the elected state offices. Could the
lack of publicity reflect a fear was better for Hokona to have a
It's time, we feel, for the suspension of the three to be of 1966.
very good display next year than
In the section on taxes and
revoked, and for a procedure better informed by the con- revenue alone, these are some of that these proposals would not a very poor display thls y'ear. Our
be approved by the voters? Inthe changes I believe are being telligent voters would certainly only hope is that next year Hocepts of law and order to be followel!.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Are We Sailing Backwards?
The Lobo is indebted to Lewis Carroll-and to reader
John Feth for bringing it to our attention-for the following words of inspirational advice. We believe that UNM's.
vice-presidents would do well to keep them in mind as they
consider how to respond to the faculty's recommendation.

The BeUman, who was almost morbidly sensitive about
apprjarances, used, to have the bowspit unshipped, once or
twice a week to be revarnished,; anil it more than once hap,, pened, when the time came for replacing it tkat no one on
board, could remember which end, of the ship it belonged, to.
The·y knew it was not of the slightest use to appeal to the
Bellman about it-he would, only refer to his Navrit Code
anil read, out in pathetic tones ArLmiralty Instructions whick
none of them hail been able to unrLertltand--so it generally
enaea in its beinn fastened on, anyhow1 across the rudder.
The helmsman used to stanil by with tears in his eyes-he
knew it was <Lll wrong, but alas! Rme -42 of the Code: "No
one shaU spealc to the Man at the Helm," had been completed
by the Bellman with the 1oords, "and the Man at the Helm
shall speak to no one." So remor.stn:tr.ce was impossible and
w steeting could be done tilt the next varnishing day. During these bewildering inte-rv~, the skip usually sailed
backwards."
·
--=

proposed:
1. That the debt ceiling for
cities and counties be increased
by 60 per cent;
2. That voters who do not own
property may be allowed to vote
a tax debt against property;
3. Removal of the requirement
that municipal debts must first

not spend a million dollars to
write laws whlch they would never
accept anyway.

kona will merit the first place
award for Homecoming decorations.

Phyllis Briscoe

Daisy Evans
Karen Larsen
D'Ann Gennaro
Mary Ewing
Dorothy Lowance
Kathy Wegner

To The Editor:
In :response to the "Lobo Merit
Award for Creativity," we few

"Taking over building!; is about
as meaningful as calling those
harmless old men (campus poliee)
faseist pigs," was the reply another student gave him. "It
wouldn't help to get the administration to discipline students
through due process."
Due Process?
Several times the question of
whether or not due process had
been used in the suspensions was
brought up but no one could actually prove that it had or had
not been used.
Portions of the faculty handbook, and exerpts from certain resolutions passed by the regents
were read aloud but the seeming
contradictory nature of the dif-

On Faculty Action

Lavender, s Reaction

'Positive' to Proposal
By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer

To The Editor:

•\

•

By GRANT HARVEY
News Editor
About 260 students, a few
teachers, and two uniformed members of Naval Reserved Officers
Training Corps (NROTC) expressed differing opinions but obtained no solutions to the problem
of what to do about three suspended UNM students at an open
meeting last night.
One student suggested taking
over a couple of administration
buildings to show student contempt for the recent decision by
UNM vice presidents to suspend
the three students for their participation in a NROTC demonstration.
·
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Students Debate Suspensions at Meeting

Revol\.e the Suspensions!

(' :
.':

' I

. Discussion Centers on Due Process

,,._ Editorials

,.

'
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Dr. Harold Lavender, UNM
vice president for student affairs,
in a telephone interview with The
Lobo, came out in support of the
Faculty Meeting's resolution.
"My reaction to the recommendation is positive. It was a fine,
open meeting."
Lavender said the vice presidents involved would meet this
morning to discuss the resolution.
Dr. Chester Travelstead, UNM
academic vice :President, said he
felt the faculty members involved
"were within their rights. I cannot tell what action will be taken.
I don't care to comment on it. I
a b s t a i n e d from voting on the
recommendation because I would
be receiving it."
Administrative Vice President
Sherman Smith said, "I'm not going to comment on it (the resolution) until we meet. I don't think
it's appropriate for me to comment on it. I don't feel free to
comment on it separately."
George Springer, dean of the
graduate school, said, "I do not
wish to make a statement at this
point. I haven't thought about it
yet. I'll think about it in the morning."
Springer said he felt the
"faculty had a good .point.
"On the question of due process I feel that we followed the
terms of what our faculty handbooks now state. We chose one
route and they trunk we should
use the other."
Springer was then asked about

the "Joint Statement on Rights
and Freedoms of Students" of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the
U.S. National Student Association, and the Association of Student Personnel Administrators.
The graduate school dean replied, "There's a certain amount
of ambiguity in this but we acted
quite properly within our present
regulations and the AA UP statement isn't official here, anyway."
Travelstead, Smith, and Springer were told of Lavender's statement, but all three refused to take
a position of the faculty meeting's
resolution.
Springer said that "I don't
know that we're meeting. We have
a l'egular Wednesday meeting. I
don't know if we'll meet on this.
A lot depends upon the return of
Dr. Heady (Ferrel Heady).
The UNM president will arrive
in Albuquerque today after going
to Ecuador for the dedication of
the Andean Study and Research
Center at Quito.

3501 Lomas N.E.

255-4989

;

y
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THESE SKILLS WILL HELP YOUR STUDIES
RAP.ID READING • , • In Reading Dynamics you learn to read
faster naturally - without mechanical devices and without
losing the enjoyment or flavor or reading. Nor do you skim or
skip. You triple your present rate by taking in entire thoughts
at one time.

COMPREHENSION ••. As concentration increases, compre·
hension improves. In addition, you learn to read expectantly
for the author's concepts to which important facts and details
may be attached. The result is greater depth of comprehcn·

.

M
A
L
R
y

He Believes that STUDENTS SHOULD GOVERN THEIR OWN AFFAIRS and that TUITION SHOULD NOT BE RAISED. As a graduate
of UNM (Ph.D. Education), he is aware of the problems confronting the university system and education as a whole in the State of
New Mexico.

Wednesday Oct. 30
7:30 P.M.

Will reading assignments be
a problem this year?

sian.

M
A
L
R

OLDTOWN

CONCENTRATION ••• Concentration while reading and
otudying is very difficult for many people who read slowly,
Rapid reading requires close attention, and conccq_tration
quickly improves so that students are not easily distracted.

For State Representative District 9
r···---:-~~c-.

Aquinas Newman Center
1815 las lomas N.E.

FLEXIBILITY ••• You learn to adjust your reading speed according to the difficulty of the material, your baekground in
the material, and your purpose in reading the material. Different techniques are taught for novels, texts, journals, newspapers, magazines, etc.

VOTE MALRY

saying we can't leave a class we
arc attending. We can constantly
ask our professors to discuss this
issue and if they refuse we can
get up and leave. If he charges
us with disturbing the class we
can tell we are going to the bathroom-it does happen you know."
The suspended students sat on
the front edge of the stage of the
ballroom facing the .crowd but
spoke little except to Clarify
points or to express their opinion
on a matters that were asked of
them.
The three expressed disguElt ··
concerning the prospects of
those who would oppose administrative power. Cooper said,
"Anyolle or anything that challenges power will be bagged just
like we were."
Lawyers Working
Russell stated that because
(Continued on page 8)

The Christian Reflects
On Revolution

Makers of
Indian Jewelry

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Parly Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1968

"Support stateml;lnts," which
did not libel the signer to suspension as the complicity statement did, were also· signed by
some at the meeting.
Mall Meeting
A meeting of the signers of
both of these statements will be
held on the mall at 1 p.m. At
about 1:30 these people will
march en masse to the administration building to present the signatures to Vice President for Student Affairs, Harold Lavender.
One teaching assistant said that
pressure could be brought to bear
on the administration by following campus rules "to the letter."
"You can't smoke in the room
right? Well if everybody left
their seats and went out in the
hall to smoke during class we
would be keeping in line with this
ruling," she said.
She also said, "There is no rule

Presentation and Discussion
By Maurice P. Johnston and
James Q. Barnett

Q!UUham/t

Vote For An Educator

•'

ferent sources made interpretation impossible to the pepole discussing the issue.
Several speakers called down
the administration for what they
described as "suspending Alan
Cooper, Larry Russell, and Manuel
Wright without a charge or for
due cause."
Senate to Act
Student Senator Terry Calvani
told the crowd that at the senate
meeting tonight a resolution
would be brought up that would
support the suspended students
for these reasons.
1) the administration did not
follow the standard procedures
in suspending the students.
2) the administration singled
out three students when there
were others who's actio-ns were
similar to those of the three.
3) the punishment was too
harsh and didn't fit the "crime."
Other support for the three students was compiled on "complicity statements" that in effect
stated that all of the students
who signed it were equally guilty
with the three because they too
had participated in the demonstration.

RETENTION .•• A very important measure of your reading
ability is how much you remember. Retention is improved by
reading for contcptsj by using recall patterns. by maintain..
ing a high level of concentration, and by remembering by
association.
ORGANIZATION •. , 'l'he first vital step in studying is organization. We teach the student how to organize and use varied
texts, supplements, suggested readings and class notes.

CONCISE NOTE TAKING ••• Recall techniques organize a
conference ot lecture as it occurs, eliminating voluminous
notes and reorganizing. Recall patterns are especially valuable
i£ the presentation is not concise and if your mind wanders.
SUPPLEMENTAL READING ••• Many people limit their
education because they barely have time for required reading.
Being able to read widely adds interest and depth to your
understanding.
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH ••• The real re·
ward of education is the accumulation of knowledge. Our tech·
niques aJiow you to continue your education at your own pace.

A Lifetime Reading and Study Program
After completing the basic courst", yoU continue to attend weekly
practice sessions as o£ten .:~s you wish without cost.
Students bring their homework to the sessions and get a bead start
on tach week's school assignments.

Busineumen brlng their "'in-bo::re5" :md periodical reading and get
some of their work cut of the way.
Mnny people work on their Independent Study Projects.

Others attend these sessions Eor the pure enjoyment of reading new

books and discus~ing the author"s ideas with members of the class.
Special counseling is available where necet:sary.

These sessions provide a stimulating environment which will help
you discover your potential for learning.

Find out why we have over 400,000 graduates
Attend a FREE one-hour MINI-LESSON
The best way to find out what the course is all about is to attend an hour-long mini-lesson. 'l'he mini-lesson will introduce you
to our classroom procedures. It'll show you how we extend your retention a.nd recall. It'll give you a glimpse o£ our sessions on
new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson reading faster than when you came in.

MINI· LESSONS will be held at
Mon., Oct. 28
4:00 or 7:30 p.m.

Wed., Oct. 30
4:00 or 7:30 p.m.

our classroom 207 Dartmouth N.E.
Fri., Nov. I
Sat., Nov. 2
4:00 or 7:30 p.m.
3:00p.m.

Regular fall classes start next week Mon., Nov. 4, 7:00p.m.; Wed., Nov. 6, 3:30p.m.; Sat., Nav. 9, 9:00a.m.

Evelyn Wood READING DYl'-lAJ.lwUCS
Sponsored by LYCEUM

'

207 Dartmouth N.E., Albuquerque

Phone 265-6762

·""
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In Terrorism Six Years Ago

Academic Questionnaires Handed Out

UNM Bomb Throwers ~scaped Suspension
Following a series of terrorist
bombings on the University campus six years ago, criminal
charges ~f grand theft were
placed against four UNM students and their fraternity was
suspended. The suspension was
lifted a month later.
"A wave of French Ultra" style
terrorism hit the UNM campus
early Sunday morning, bombthrowing vandals causing an estimated several hundred dollars
damage to the houses of several
Greek-lietter organizations. The
,,..:wiJlence was apparently "aimed at
Greeks running for Student Council on the Progressive Student
Party (PSP) ticket. PSP's candidate for the student body presidency, Ed Lewis, is a Negro," said
the April 3, 1962, Lobo.
Two of the students, a Navy
Reserve Officers Training Corps
(NROTC) cadet and an ex-chairman of the Student Standards
Committee, also signed confessions to the bombings.
The University took no disciplinary action against the two,
although grand theft charges
were filed by the District
Attorney.
Dr. Sherman E. Smith, then
Director of Student Affairs and
now Administrative Vice- Presi" "'dent, re-instated Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity on the basis of the

Heady Officially
UNM President
November 9th
i

..\ '

''

amount of time a chapter could
survive suspension. He noted that
no administration welcomes having to take action such as the
original suspension, or the adverse public reaction whit:h follows it. The University had
achieved no satisfaction Ol' sadistic pleasure in making the suspension, he added.
The fraternity was suspended
when it was learned that some of
its members had been invovled
in extensive thefts and bombings
of fraternity houses and that stolen goods had been stored in the
fraternity house and the Estufa,
the fraternity's secret meeting
house.
Several Greek houses were hit
by "cleanser bombs" which were
made by inserting "cherry bombs"
into cleanser cans. Although not
extremely powerful, the bombs
were capable of extensive property damage, Targets included the
Pi Beta Phi sorority house,
whose large picture window was
smashed, and Phi Sigma Kappa
fraternity, who had a bomb thrust
through a window causing extensive living room damage and rug
burns.
Other attacks hit the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority house,
which suffered a broken window,
and the Sigma Chi fraternity
bouse had "Theta Nu Epsilon"
painted on the house premises.
A series of threatening letters
to those running on the Progressive Student Party ticket were
also sent.
Allen Cooper, PSP leader, received a letter teliing him he

Dr. Ferrel Heady will be inaugurated as UNM'a tenth president
in public ceremonies at Popejoy
Hall, Nov. 9 at 3 p.m •
Dr. Heady took office July 1,
1968. His selection to succeed Tom
L. Popejoy was announced by the
University Regents in December,
1967.
Dr. H•~ady came to UNM in
Januar; 1967, as academic vice
preside
He had previously been
on the eulty of the University
of Mir an since 1946 and had
served
' six years as the director of
-.t university's Institute
for P, c Administration.
A 1'· ~sentative group of instituti
of higher learning in
the U'
1 States and in several
foreig1
mntries were invited to
send < 1ates to the inaugural.
Foreig'
schools were chosen
largeh 1 the basis of origin of
UNM
;ulty members' degrees.
UN])· will be represented by a
group .__,· about 50 faculty members from all of its colleges and
schools.

would be "next." Cooper is now
under suspension following a millin in the NROTC field.
At the time of suspension,
President Tom L. Popejoy said
there was abundant evidence that
a sizeable number of the fraternity members knew there was contraband material stored in the
house and in the Estufa.
Arrested were Robert St.
Claire, senior class president and
an officer in NROTC; Jon Michael,
a past chairman of the Student
Standards Board; Jimmie Thomason and Karl Clettenberg. Michaels and St. Claire admitted to
several break-ins on campus, including the destruction of files
and arson in a professor's office
as well as the bombings.
"St. Claire and Michael both
admitted in signed statements

By JOHN MILOGLA V
Staff Writer
A questionnaire to determine
the academic views of current
and prospective state legislators
has been distributed by the UNM
Student Lobby.
Stuart Licht, chairman of the
Student Lobby, said he hoped to
compile results from the legislative ho}Jefuls and present them
to Associated Students, UNM
(ASUNM) to make the students
more aware of state political
opinion.
No replies have been received
so far.
Seven Questions
The seven questions asked
were on:

Smith said information on the
crimes of the fraternity members
was all that the University had
to reveal. During the executive
session, Smith revealed to the actives and alumni of the Pi Kappa
Alphn chapter the information
which the police and University
officials secured in the case.
Earl Watkins, national executive secretary of Pi Kappa Alpha,
spoke before a group of alumni
and active members. In reference
to the situation of the bombings
Watkins said, "Let's not cry over
spilt milk." He compared the suspension of the fraternity at UNM
to "the governor of the state calling up the president of the University and telling him he had to
close the school because two or
three of its students were bad
boys."

that they had broken into the
locked office of Dr. Marin May
April 6, tossed bombs into houses
of four Greek letter social organizations, committed thefts at
UNM in 1961 including office
machines, tape recorders and
photo equipment, and had thrown
~m a.cid l'(tinl• bomb into The
Lobo office. The damage caused
by the bombings was estimated at
several hundred dollars and the
equipment stolen was worth several thousand dollars.
Kaiser Michael, then assistant
district attorney in charge of the
case, stated that the police were
not interested in the campus vandalism. Sherman Smith, said that
the reports on the vandalism will
be turned over to the Student
Standards Committee for action,"
reported the May 1, 1962, Lobo.
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1) Lowering the voting age to
18 years old. (Student Lobby feels
that this is the most important
question, Representative Hoover
of Albuquerque, and Senator Delgado of Santa Fe said they would
help the lobby and the students
with this issue, Licht said.) Licht
said only 51 per cent of the Associated Students are of voting
age in New Mexico.
2)
Proposals for financing
higher education. (Raising tuition each year has been one way
of raising money, Licht said, and
Student Lobby is trying to keep
this cost down.)
State Politics
3) Student role in state politics.
(Andi Poole, also a member of the

lobbying group, said that UNM
students have been at every legislative and Board of Education
finance committee meeting that
concerned UNM.)
4) Lowering the drinking age
to 18 years old.
5) Establishment of a legislative committee to study the use
of drugs (especially marijuana)
in the state 'of New Mexico.
6) Opinions in general of UNM
and its students.
Office Qualifications
7) A list of important qualifications for a House office.
A tour of the UNM campus and
seats at basketball game will be
available for the legislators-elect
on Nov. 20, Miss Poole said.
Licht said that Student Lobby
is an executive committee of student government and that the
lobbying group is trying to cover
the interests of every student on
campus. "I'm sure from 14,000
students there are a lot of good
ideas out there," he said.
Bring Opinions
Licht said that the Student
Lobby meets at 8 p.m. Tuesdays
in Union Room 237. "All campus

organizations can bring qustions
or opinions· to Student Lobby
meetings or bring them by the
student government office

"We are here to generate some
student participation and the students can benefit tremendously if
we can get them going," he said.

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Calling U
Wednesday, Oct. 30

Wednesday night dnnce: uHooterville
Trolley,'' 50c; U•nion bnllroomi 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 31

Association of Graduate Historians;
second organizational me~ting; Union 231
B~C; 12 noon.
Reception for Dr. Spack: open to public; International Center; 9:10 p.m.

UNM

Ski club meeting featuring a

spea.lcer and films; 7:30 p.m.; Union 'rhc-

ater.

Thursday, Oct. 31
~'Underground" films; "Protest and Pol..
itics''; Popejoy Hall~ '1:30 p.m.
Friday, Nov~ 1
Spanish Dept. presentation of "El Si de
las Ninas" by Leandro Fernandez de Moratin; Kiva; 8 p.m.; free to Spanish speaking
public.

Friday, Nov. 1
Friday night movie; "Morgan": Union
theater; 7 and 10 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 2
Mountain Club: Moonlight Crossover
hike; call W!ll Snyder for info. at 299-4172.
Sunday, Nov. 3

Announcements by
the UNM community will be accepted
nt The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

Saturday, Nov. 0
Mount.ain Club; Sierra Club Conscrvntion
Conference; St. Johns College, Santn Fe;
9:15 a.m.

NSA & Student Gov't. have
available THEATRE DISCOUNT CARDS good at Hiland, Ci(lema East, Kimo,
State, Sunshine & lobo.
Cards entitle holder to 25¢
- 50¢ discount when presented at theatre. Cards can
be found at NSA office or
ticket booth in SUB through

Wed: Oct. 30

Mountain Club; Southwest Ridge of the
Prow hilce; starta at Gulf Mart; 8 a.m.

1969
MIRAGE
Lobo Photo by Anthony Loudcrbough

Pictures
Varsity Beauty
Salon

Ruling on Liquor License
Favors U's Faculty Club

Taken

NoW'

By PAT McCRAW
Staff Writer
The UNM Facullty Club was
given a favorable decision for a
liquor license for its lounge at
1805 Roma NE last week by District Court Judge Samuel Montoya.
Attorney General Boston Witt
has said that he will appeal the
decision within the 30-day limit.
State Liquor Director L. A.
McCullough has the option to issue a license pending an appeal
or to wait until the 30 days for
the appeal has passed.
The liquor license was originally applied for in early March,
but the State Liquor Director
denied the Club the right of a
license. On Sept. 16, Judge Montoya ruled that the license should
not have been denied the Club.
Both Governor David F. Cargo
and past UNM President Tom
Popejoy had supported the liquor
license.
Dr. Joseph Frank, president of
the Faculty Club, said that the
Faculty Club will make no final
decisions until after the national
elections next week. The Club

October 30 & 31

;/
Welcome UNM Staff Personel,
Professors Families, and Students to Your Nearest Good
Beautt Salon to Get All Your
Beauty Services.
111 Harvard S.E.
242-1337

9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Music Listening Room

First Floor S.U.B.

'

Subscriptions

You May Still
SUBSCRIBE

Winter-weight

The Faculty Club lounge above,
will be remodeled and redecorated,
pending the outcome of the appeal for the Club's liquor license.

Faculty
Club

In the S.U.B.
when you have
your picture
taken

Blankets
72"x90"
twin or full

5.00
From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men ·
and Women

BELLAslkss
DEPARTMENT STORE
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fidelity Union Life
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will not begin any remodeling or
rcdecora ting until after the appeal because of the possibility
that the Club might not get its
license.

Why Do

Words
Fail You?
A noted publisher in Chicago re·
veals a remarkably effective method
for building a working knowledge
of over 2,000 powerful, expressive
words quickly and, easily.
People unable to express them·
selves effectively often lose many
business and social opportunities.
Others who use their vocabulary
improperly, subject themselves to
ridicule and cause others to misun·
derstand what they mean.
We need a good vocabulary, says
the publisher, to understand more
clearly what we read and hear, to
think with greater clarity and logic,
and to express ourselves more effec·
tively when we speak or write. A
command of words instills confidence
in one's ability to speak convincingly
and impress others with one's knowledge and understanding.
To acquaint the renders of this
paper with the easy·to·follow rules
for developing a large vocabulary,
the publishers have printed full details of tl1eir interesting sel£·training
method in a new booklet, "Adven·
tures in Vocabulary," which will he
mailed free to anyone who requests
it. No obligation. Send your name,
address, and zip code to: Vocabulary
Studies, 835 Diverscy Parkway, Dept.
172·210, Chicngo, Ill. 60614. A post·
card will do.
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Bass Weejuns®

Downtown • Winrock • Uptown

Paris has the largest selection of Bass Weejuns for men and women in all New Mexico.
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Revitalized Wolfpups Journey
To Meet Strong NMS Frosh

Sun Devil Demons

tempts for 658 yards and seven
touchdowns. Minor has carried the
ball 74 times for 284 yards while
Patterson has piled up 217 yards
in 25 carries.
Houston Ross Leads
But the 'Pups also show signs
of a potent offense built mainly
around the running of 215 pound
tailback Houston Ross. Ross has
scored three touchdowns and has
gained 218 yards in 38 carries.

The UNM Wolfpups, fresh from
a 37-34 win over the University
of Texas at El Paso, travel to the
Mesilla Valley in southern New
Mexico this weekend to meet the
New Mexico State freshmen.
The fledgling Aggies boast a
2-0 record while the Wolfpups had
to struggle in the last two minutes
to even their mark at 1-1, last
Saturday.
The only common opponent the
two teams have :!;aced is UTEP's
mini-Miners and judging from the
scores, the Wolfpups will need
more bark than bite this weekend.
Three Star Shines
The Wolfpups barely eked out a
win on Glen Three Star's last minute field goal while New Mexico
State trounced the UTEP Burros
67-7. The freshmen Aggies also
demolished the University of Arizona frosh 68-6. In UNM's other
game, it dropped a 17-6 decision
to the Arizona State Sun Imps.
Quarterback Don Beasley leads
the Aggie offense on the strength
of his passing but has plenty of
help from running backs Lincoln
Minor and Roy Patterson. Beasley
has completed 27 of 37 pass at-

Sparks ASU Attack
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By BOB LOWDER
Sports Writer
Hummer, Plummer and Pritchard may sound to most people
like a law firm. But to the UNM
football Lobos it can only sound
like more trouble.
George Hummer, Wes Plummer
and Ron Pritchard are 1967 AliWestern Athletic Conference returning players for the Arizona
State University Sun Devils; the
team that the Lobos will be facing
Saturday night in Tempe.
Hummer Tops As Junior
George Hummer is a 6-2 220
pound center who is a two year
letterman for ASU. He won his
first All-WAC honors as a junior.
During the same year he was
named to the wire service's honorable mention All-America team.
As a sophomore he made the
WAC Academic Team.
The Sun Devil coaching staff
rates Hummer as the most consistent lineman on the squad; a
worker who wins his battles with
finesse and experience. He is seen
as the top blocker among ASU's
seasoned linemen. Hummer ancho:t:s the all-senior first team offensive line for the s e c o n d
straight season as the Sun Devils
return all but one starter off the
1967 line.
Started Every Game
He has started every game he
has played in since first donning
a varsity unifoi'm in 1966 and is
probably the top returning center
in the Rocky Mountain-Southwest
area.
Another bit of bad news for
Lobo gridders is u-3, 205 pound

ExPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
PROGRAM

PROTEST

Thursday Evening - October 31
Adm. Adults 1.50, Fac.fStaff 1.25
Students- 1.00

Tel.- 277-3121

senior defensive back, W es Plummer.
Plummer was the nation's third
leading pass interceptor during
the 1967 season with eight for
161 yards. He intercepted three
against Washington State and
two against the Lobos.
Best Defensive Back

=!

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRICED
FOR STUDENTS

-

6<HIHD1~<

GAZEBC

ltr o&.pT<>wrJ

-7:30 P.M.
& PoLITICS- 8:45 P.M.

WARHOL SAMPLER- 10:15 P.M.

The 4th Street Winos edged out
the Columbus Athletic Club in the
closing seconds of the game to advance to the championship game
of Independent League II by a
(Continued on page 7)
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CHAFED ELBOWS

Winos Win By I;

The ASU coaches rate him as
the best defensive back in the
school's history. They call him a
team leader who knows where the
football is going and has great
moves and speed in getting to it.
As a sophomore Plummer
caught 14 passes for two scores
and averaged 4.0 per carry in
limited offensive duty at the wingback position. There is a strong
possibility that W es could see action as a split end on offense this
year.
He set a school record in 1966
when he intercepted a pass and
ran it back 85 yards for a score.
Pritchard Is Tops
Perhaps the worst news of all
is 6-3, 230 pound senior linebacker Ron Pritchard. Pritchard is
Arizona State's All-America candidate and has already been
named to one pre-season first
team All-America by Playboy
magazine.

Fullback Mike Barbere is also a
running threat having toted the
ball 23 times for ~6 yards and a
touchdown.
In passing, Wolfpup Rod Peterson has completed five of 12 tor
159 yards and one TD. Ends Tom
McBee and Harry Price are his
top receivers. McBee has caught
four passes for 58 yards and one
TD, and Price has three catches
for 82 yards.

and The Cultural Program Committee

Move to Playoff

Fearsome Threesome

OP DIGITS
HAPI COATS
MOROCCAN GIMBRIS
(in all sizes)
STAR FLOWERS
BUNG BANGERS

NC.

Pick-up & Delivery
247-4203

YAMAHA SALES

4724 Menaul Blvd. N.E. Phone 255.0237

By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
(First of a series)
UNM gymnastics coach Rusty
MitchelJ is hard at work getting
his team ready to defend its WAC
championship and go on to bigger
and better things this season.
The fact is, UNM gymnastics
has grown so quickly since the
young energetic Mitchell took
over two years ago that he feels
an NCAA championship isn't too
far over the horizon. "We want to
be number one, and I know we
can do it," he said. Mitchell also
went out on a limb and predicted
a possible NCAA championship
"within the next two years."
Top-Notch Athletes
When fans stop to consider his
prediction as just hornblowing,
they must take into consideration
the vast storage ot young talent
he has to work with.
Last season when the Lobos
won the WAC title with a surprising win over five-time champ
Arizona, Mitchell's individual winners were treshman Stormy Eaton, and Juniors Tom Galioto and
Rich McConnell.
This year's squad includes five
seniors, two juniors, five sophomores, and four freshmen.
Improvement Seen
It's easy to see that Mitcltell's
yearling squad should make
strong improvement as the season
progresses and finish high in the
nation.
Until the ex-Olympic star came
to UNM two years ago, most fans
had never even seen a gymnastics
meet on the UNM environment.
But when Mitchell took the
helm, he began his groundwork
to developing an outstanding
gymnastics team. In his first year
as head coach, the team was
second in WAC competition and
had a 12-1 record.
Last year his team went undefeated in 11 meets, finished first
in the WAC meet, and was fii'th
in the NCAA meet in Tucson.
5th in NCAA Meet
Their finish in the national meet
was so close that one could split
hairs between the fourth place
team and UNM. The exact Lobo
outcome was just two-hundredths
of a point from the fourth place
position.
One can only speculate how well
UNM would have done li their
top performers Blais Blasko and

cA. short--tempered man from 7.Vheeling,
Lost his cool and Went clear through the ceiling,
'&he night he found out
CC0hat the Schlitz had run out.
'}\(gw his head and his ceiling are healing.

(Continued from page 6)
16-15 score Tuesday afternoon at
the intramural fields.
The Winos and Pharmacy meet
this afternoon at four for the Independent League II champion
ship. The Winos hold a 19-0 shutout win in an earlier meeting with
the Pharmacy.
Both teams were in a playoff to
determine which one would meet
the Pharmacy tor the league
championship. The three times
ended at identical 5-1 records, but
the Pharmacy drew a bye in a
Monday night coin toss.
The CAC took a 15-9 lead with
1:10 :remaining in the game when
end Jack Leverton scored on a
pass from QB Ron Mcintire.
Taking the ball on their own 20,
the Winos moved the 40 yards to
paydirt in only two plays. The
final pass gave the Winos a TD
from about 2 yards out.
The conversion was good, giving
the Winos a 16-15 lead with about
20 seconds to go.
Both teams were hindered by
sloppy and overanxious play. The
CAC ended its season with a 5-2
record and third in the league.
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Bob Smith had been eligible for
the finals.
Even though Mitchell spends
most of his time around the gym,
he still has to find time to pursue
the economics principle ot watching his pennies. The UNM athletic
department has held such a tight
rein on the gymnastics budget
that the team often has to drive
to its meets-rather than fly like
the football and basketball teams.
The long drives to a meet can
hamper an athlete's performance,
especially after being cooped up
in a cramped station wagon for
several hours.
Finances N ceded
So this season, Mitchell is hoping for increased attendance

which would help defray expenses. Last· year's average turnout
nuumbered about 1,200, but that's
small when one considers that
top eastern powers such as Southern Illinois and Penn State average close to 5,000-7,000 for dual
meets.
In fact, the only way Mitchell
toresees any increase in financial
aid is to fill Johnson Gym to a
capacity which would please those
handling UNM dollars.
This year's expanded schedule
will feature 16 meets-an increase of five over last year-and
will include the WAC and NCAA
championships.
Open Here Nov. 18
The Lobos first home meet is

Nov. 18 and is an intra-squad
affair. Mitchell is debating whether to charge admission for this,
since any financial aid would be
helpful.
The team gets down to serious
business the first week in December when it journeys to Boulder, Colo. for the Colorado Invitational. This meet will have schools
schools from all over the west and
widwest competing.
On the weekend of Dec. 25-31,
they'll go to Tucson for the Western Gymnastics Clinic.
After the New Year is ushered
in, the UNM gymnasts will hold
seven home meets which will be
climaxed by a d11al meet with
Arizona, March 20.

They'll also make road trips,
with the first one taking them to
Los Angeles for the UCLA Classic
and a dual meet with San Fernando State, Feb. 14-15.
Other out-of-town trips will
find the Lobos traveling to Provo,
Utah (BYU), Salt Lake City
(University of Utah), Las Cruces
(New Mexico State), Fort Collins, Colo. (WAC championships), and to Seattle, Wash. for
the NCAA championships, April
3, 4, 5.
(The next installment of this
series will feature a profile of the
athletes, and their respective
events. Also featured will be an
explanation ot the gymnastics
routines.

The generation that's running the show right now
Is everything you say it is.
It makes war,
Persecutes minorities, wallows in hypocrisy
And abominates your idols.
But it is a good many things
You sometimes forget it is, as well.lt's
Tom Dooley, Dag Hammarskjold, jack Kennedy.
It is concepts: the Peace Corps, Ecumenism.
The United Nations, Civil Rights.
It is awesome technology, inspired research, ennobling dreams.
You can take credit for
None of its accomplishments.
Blame for none of its sins.
But the time is near when
The terrible responsibility will be
Yours.
You can stand on the shoulders of this generation
And reach for the stars
Quite literally. Or
You can keep to the ground
Snapping at its heels.
It's your choice.
You're the candidates of the future.
You are our life insurance.

Phoenix
MUIUal

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

A

HARTFORD,

CONNECTICUT

G
dial

247-4203
842-9632
410 Harvard SE

by RICHARD SITTLER
.
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Mitchell Sees Great Future In Gymnasts

Move to Playoff
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SOUTHWEST

410 Harvard S.E.
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Wes Plummer, George Plummer
and George Pritchard make up
the core of the tough Sun Devil
team that the Lobos must face
Saturday night in Tempe.
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Club Concerned About Conservation
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Sandia Grotto Brings Spelunkers Together
Staff WJiter
By PAT l\lcCRAW
The Sandia Grotto, a UNM
club, brings together people who
share an enjoyment of exploring
caves (spelunking).
Conservation is the pass word
among spelunkers. Club members
feel that cave beauty should be
enjoyed and remembered, not destroyed or taken home for a mantle piece. Cavers want the beauty
of the cave formations to remain
for the cavers who might follow.
Vandalism is a major problem,
said John McLean, an experienced
caver. Irrepairable damage is
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there.' That's why I cave, because
the cave is there."
The spelunkers are continually
on the lookout for "leads or prospects of caves. If they see a cave,
no matter where they are or what
they are doing, they will drop
everything to "checkout the lead"
to see if it "goes" or to see if it
leads into an intf:restiug cave.
If the cave "goes," the spelunker spends at least five hours exploring the cave. The average tri11
usually lasts about ten hours~

The spelunker carries three
things in the cave. He has a hard
hat which has a carbide lamp on
it; a canteen filled with water;
and a small pack which contains
two other independent sources of
light, and some food.
Slides and pictures of the latest
spelunking trips are shown at
the Grotto meetings. Trip reports
are also given,
The Grotto has a tradition of
serving stew to its members on
one of the nights of its outing.

(Continued from page 3)
there were lawyers working on
the suspensions he did not have
any planned retaliation at present.
An NROTC men, identified by a
patch as "Smith," asked simply,
"What were you doing out there?
You were demonstrating against
my :r:ight to be in NROTC or the
Navy," he answered bimself.
"I can't give my opinion of the
VietNam war while I am in uniform, but if it wasn't for the
NROTG program I couldn't attend
UNM," Smith said.
The next speaker reminded the
gathering that they were still tryiug to determine if due process
bad been used in the suspensions.
Thi~. happened several times, but
each time the discussion would
drift back to the merits of the
action of the demonstrators.
Humor ran high throughout the
meeting and was highlighted in
the eyes of the gathering when
they roared with laughter when
one person described Wright as
"the Hubert H. Humphrey of
UNM."
Earlier, Smith, who was participating with NROTC when the
demonstration took place, said,
"I though the most impressive
part of the demonstration was
when one of the demonstrators
had an epileptie fit."

FREE lOc DRINK

FOUR SEASONS APTS. h"" a 2-bdrm apt. •
available. 120 Cornell BE. Call 242-0148.
FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
$375. N~ minor body work. Ed Red·
dig Enco Station across irom Bataan
HospitaL
1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. $225. CaD 255-1997
after 6 p.m.
GOOce INDIAN Single 1958. 500ce .AJS
Single 1956. Best oll'6-ll5 D Harvard
SE before 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo Tape Recorder. Beautiful wood cabinet & speakers. $150. Call 277-2377.
35 MM SLR. Mamjya.Secor's Tower 37
with 55 mm normal & 35 mm wide angle
len.!. J ""t cheeked by top L.A. specialist.
$100. Stephan Part, 1612 Gold SE, Apt.
2, or message at Art Dept..
·
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V-8,
Radio, Heater. Asking $250. Come by
Lobo office, don't caD. Ask for Burton,
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1345.
Engine in exc:eDent shape; 24 m.l).g. in
town. Call 299-9161.
WHY PAY RENT when for only $850.
down & low monthly payments you can
have the pride of home ownenihlp, build
an equity, and have tax relief. See this
channing .2 bd rm, w/formal dining
room & large living rooin w/ftreplnce, 2
patios, part. baSement, garage, central
forced air, hardwood floon. Close to N<>b
Hill. Call Sam Cooper 265·8571; evenings
842-8280. Calrd Norris Reall;y.
MISCELLANEOUS
GO TO THE Lobo, Hiland, Cinema East,
K1mo, State, Sunshine 'l'lieatres !or Jess.
Discount cards available at NSA office
or SUB ticket booth.
WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapes, for class lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy, Call 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J, M!Joglnv.
RUSH AVIATION CENTER. InatmmentCommerclal·Privatc
Ground
School
classes. Call 256·3766 or 298-1978.
"PARRY, NOON AND NIGHT is a shocking p]ay1 even for me, and I'm not
ensill' shocked. But I've !cit a. growing
sense of commitment t.o ih truth_
strcilgth, originality and craftsmllnBhip
and 1 look forward to understanding
what its al labout by opening night."Crawrord MacCallum, Old Town Studio.
Box Otnc" 242-4602. Performances November 1·3., 7·10 ut 8:00,
PERSONALS
EI,lZABl!:TH ClL'I.PMAN'S :1',.15 immodest
olothes at modmt prices.
SERVICES
TYPlNG. Arc you "bugged" by spclllng
an~ punctuat1on 1 PhoM 242..064~.
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Special Election

Issue

Oop/g_

-- Wallace

V\1
IVIEXICD

No. 33

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Vol. 72

Can Son of Dirt Farmer
'

Henry's 18c Hamburgers

FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$75 plus utilities. Good
condition .. Living rm, Kitchen, 1 bedrm
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
01' see at 131 &rvard SE Apt. 3, mornings.
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and to practice first aid. Also,
inexperienced cavers are taught
proper caving and climbing techniqucs.
Novices are also told to keep
looking back so they can easily
identify the route they came down
when they want to go back up to
the surface.
Some of the Grotto spelunkers
were asked why they ex·plored
caves. Pete Manly said, "I'll answer that by a quote: 'because it's

Opinions Differ
On ·Suspensions

Want Ads

.. /·• I

done to caves every year. The result is that spelunkers are reluctant to disclose ·cave locations,
1\'IcLean added.
Personal safety is stressed by
the Grotto. Cavers never take unnecessary chances. No matter how
small the entranee or how steep
the climb, the1·e is always time
to make sure that there will be
safe footholds and handholds.
The Grotto takes regular trips
to ·practice cave rescue techniques

3 7~~ 7'lf
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Wallace Suppo!7Jei"s ~fJSV(,~rAffirmatively

MONTGOMERY, ALA. (UPIF-One of George 0. WaUaee's. early ea,m- \' ·o~her ¢al1-didates ·diq;~!,)t have. He had to go :hrough complicated procepaign news releases rai~ed the .c!ite$tion, "C~n the so~ of an ~bama dil.'t \,,·1~~r~s 'to ~et .t,P~))~llot~ of each of· the 50 states and he had to financ~ a
farmer who drove a taxicab and a dump truck and Waited on tables to help- ., na.t~onai~.t.ampalgn'wtthout recourse to the sources that feed the campaign
work his way through colleg{be elected President:~£ 4~~ ,''Q'rqted\Sta,tes ~,,
tJ:~asntie:s qf th~ Democrats a~d Republ~cans.
The Wallace news rele~e did not hesita,~,~~'insw~r:~~.rq,u~~pn_,, , ,:.;n.(l ~ceoJ.Jullished the first gqal with the help of a group of Alabama
affirmatively.
,;
·"". __ ~~:--\
· ~ '-~::~ ~~,,I~#eri!'artd politiciansw;tw visited every state to get him on the ballot.
·Though various polls ind political surveys;!!!tlicate the 1968 answer will
Some st;;~.tes were easy, requirin8' only 1,000 petition signatures. Others
be otherwise, Wallace'~ campaign has (!ome-a' lot farther than many bewere hard, like California where 67,000 ha:d to change their registration to
- :~
,-~
the American Independ~nt Party. In a three week drive tn California, Wallieved possible when it ..,Yas launched.
Written off as a "sPoiler'' when he 'ftrat; declared his,candidacy last
lace got 107,000. .
·
February, Wallace has '·mounted the mosF- potent third party effort since
His campaign has been financed by a steady stream of small contributiona pouring into hi~ .headquarters py mail from all over the country.
Theodore Roosevelt's Bull~oose Party of 1912.
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UNM Photo by MciC3ki

Sandia grotto

A Sandia Grotto member is
climbing down the keyhole enroute to a parallel passage in
Cottonwood Cave while two other members furnish him with the
light of their carbide lamps.

KUNM Offers

$3

1/3 OFF

POSTERS

25% OFF

Throughout Presidential

<(Jt,e CBo 9/cee

NUMBER

106153

YOUTH IDENTIFICATION CARD·
NAMI~-------------------AG;~E----

HEIGHT_ _ _ WT----- COLOR EYEs,_ __
COLOR

If you think there's no
action for Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers
in the great Southwest ...
you haven't talked to .••

Efl PIS@ ELECTRIC
COIIPIIV

@.

You'll never find a more excitingly progressive, fasr-growing, opportunity"filled
area than tlie Southwest! A career with
El . Paso Electric Company offers you a
ch<p1ce to grow, mth new ideas, new
e9.wpment, tremendous company expanSlon every year!
Arrange with the placement office to talk
with our engineering representatives who
will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1968
An EQual Opportunity J!:mployer
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CARD HOLDER'S SIGNATUR"'-----~---

We'll send you a youth fare
card. It's good for 1/3 off on the
regular. air-fare. On any flight.
On any day. In the U.S. And
always with confirmed reservations.
By the way, our I. D. card is
accepted by most other airlines.
And it's valid for one year. So
you can use it all over the
country.
You can get your youth fare
card just by filling in the one
above. And mailing it to P. 0.
Box 60188, Houston, Tex. 77060.
(Or you can pick up an applica~
tionatanyTTA ticket counter)
One other thing. Don't forget
the $3. It's worth a 1/3 off.
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/Campaign Costs

Wallace says his candidacy has already hachi. beneficial effect, by forcing
Until recently, Wallace and his aides r.efused to say how much money has
the Democrats and Republicans to take stronger stands on law and order.
been received or spent, but the former Alabama governor has been traveling
"I used to say there wasil.'t a dime's worth of difference between them,". steadily for months and ha& purchased network television time.
he tells his audiences. "Now there isn't a-oime's worth of differeriee be-Though Wallace primarily 'rode the issue of "law and order" during his
tween some of the things they say and what I say."
campaign, he has also staked out positions on other matters.
The fanner Alabama governor exults over, the fact that his oppon~nts ·" -He is for "a mi~itary vic;tory with conventional weapons" if VietNam
started off trying to ignore him but haVe increasingly found Wnecessary to
peace nogotiations faiL./ .
·.
. ·
attack him. He feels this is :a~ indi~t~~;~~ is hurting the?I:
.
.. _;·_ , ,~He: favors incr~ased Social Security benefits and improved Medicare
Whether Wallace really beheves he:wpfcwm or whether h1s campaign. .1s
p;rogra'Jlls.. .. .
.
a wannup for 1972 is giffi~tilt.;,t9 pin 'dQ,~tl~ He sometimes tells aud~~~ces~"" ~,.-;-'"Ite wciuld seek repeal of the Open Housing Law and would eliminate
"We're going to win,"(ib;ut·mC?.re lo~t~~ ,9,~;'daims only that "w~ have an ';goovernn:um.t interference iwth local schools. .· · . . : ,
excellent chance of winb.ing,1' :. 1>1'\, · >" / :)
• ;
Encourages Industry
\\ \' ·1\f_,~~irt~nt'Will Live
'.
-He wj,i.Ud'eiicoursge·.,~\ll:lU.st.r.ies ~ buildr~lant.s in !'ural areas to lure
In a recent interview~W!l;tli~ima~n~~)ng that ~e e~ected to win, ~e con./ people~f'ay from the cro~q¢d t!.i.~ies. ._· ·. . · .) 1;') •
..,_
fided that "if I didn't WI~ 'p{ob11bly ~hp14 8'? back mto law practice for
<i~~~ '\Y~IY!1_urg~ t~~t;>fann -Spp~ort prices 1 ~;r~tsed to 100 per cent. of
awhile, but I'm sure our mi:l~~~~~~ ~~Y ,¥lliye.~·
.
.
~tY' and:-woul.d-hmtt fann -~~~~~~Ies .~ prev;et1t giant fanns from haVIng
•
•
Wallace is vague when he\p..~.~~ut~'t~e.tu~ure of hts Atnencan In?e- t1).nadvan?J:te~y~t:t~e.spt/all~f.llp~r~ . ,. • 1:
pendent Party but says he dby.~ts"tt wtU survtve pennanently as a third :·l -Ee.w6)114~PJ:O{tlb]_tJ~d~ral mtrustotl.)nt~ t)ie affatrs of labor orgamzaparty.
' . .
'\}"L
1"
~·
. / tions in}lj~ftri~t~r-of seniority~~~ appi~ntic~ lists. He would oppose comAs to whether It Will offer candicla~es fm:):pther national or local offices m
pt,~lsozyat'bltta~Ton. : .· .· · ·.. · '!.' : \.
. . . .·· '
the future, Wallace says this is up tb"'the ~tty members in the various
_,~~ss~~o-,pr<wid(l ~uli;etnplotyne~t; he would provide a public
state organizations.
~-=-, •"•\ '· \'' , .
worlCS~P,iO~a~~:)tssurinJ,-\<),~'yer, tim~ t~ese programs .be needful ~nd
Two Problems ~·). ·.·
product\~e and tltat the partteip~rtts .en~~~ m labor benefictal to the nation
When Wallace began his campaign he was fa~ with two problems the
and its ~no!DY:'~li~:ths.ut;hecoming'.\Vtl.rds of the government and the
•
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With this Ad
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WE'LL SEND YOU

Live Broadcast
A live program dealing with
the suspension of three UNM students is scheduled for. broadcast
over KUNM at '1 p.m. Thursday.
The suspended students will be
on tl).e program, narrated by Ron
Bell. Members of the administration have been invited to participate in the program, and Vice
President of Student Affairs
Harold Lavender was asked to
attend.
Listeners to the program are
invited to call in during the
broadcast.

YOU SEND US

BeneficlalEft'oJ'J,
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Consistency Ma?l<s Wallace Carllj}aign Policy
By STEVE LaPRADE
Staff Writer
George C. Wallace, third party candidate for
president, has repeated his policy statements over
and over in his set campaign speech adapting only
the presentation to the audience.
Law and order is probably the biggest issue for
Wallace. The New York Times said "the Wallace
campaign" has "the cop vote."
The fonner Alabama governor has said, "We've
tried all the sissy-britches way, now we ought to
try enforcin' the law."
"I don't see how the police restrain themselves
as much as they do. If they could run this country
for about two years they'd straighten it out."
Law and Order
Wallace has connected raee relations with law
and order. "I say have some honesty about race
relations and enforce the law. Don't let law and
order break down because when la'?" and order
breaks down with a few people of one race and
they show that on television, that makes people in
the country think that all people of that race are
involved in it, which is certainly untrue."
Race relations and the Supreme Court are two
more of his major issues. "You've got 535 big-talking members of Congress, and only six of them
have got tlteir children in the public schools of

Washington-and yet they tell us how to run our
schools."
Criticizes Supreme Collrl .
In Albany, Georgia, he accused the Republican
Party of putting Chief Justice Earl Warren on the
Supreme Court in return for. the court's 1954 decision outlawing school ~egregatiott.;"\Varren. was
placed on the court with the idea that he rwould.
render that decision." t . :
•
.·
.
. •
In Daytona Beach,' Florida, 'Wallaee said he·
would seek a constitutional amertdinent:trequiring·
that every federal,judge,.and Supreme .Court justice get Senate conimrtation'every!eight years.
Com~bn"Seiise.APoJ?roaehes ·.. : . ·. ·
"Common sen~e ;~p}i~a~hes' to ~ql\ie -problems
of the large cities". have al!!O'~'\lii, .~inpn;iS~ed. '
"They say that Wallace·ofMrs t'lifuple s61utions
• ·•·• ;;"i' :; ' ' : · .. · · ; ' •!' • :

to complex problems. Well, we've tried complex
solution to simple problems long enough. Maybe it
ia time for some simple solutions to complex problems/1
In Washington, D.C., he said, "We should offer
significant incentives, financial and otherwise to
business firms to expand rather than relocate their
factories in rural areas."
Return To Environment
Wallace said this would give work to persons
who are still in the country and let many now in
the cities "return to their environment, thus relievirtg much of the pressure now existing in the
larger urban areas!'
The third party candidate also has strong feelings about Viet Nam and anti-war protestors. <-;;,
any demonstrator ever lays down in front of my
car, it'll be the last car he'll ever lay down in
i<!Wii.i!e:tiiiMB!1!1ii&L&&&::U.SU&U&amJmlillflzlillqii!R- .·• .. .
front of."
~
·' ' '· · ' '
As far as the war itself goes, "Let the Joint
Chiefs win the war in Viet Nam. There is no
·~
'. · ·.
. .·
substitute for victory."
[~ General LeMay --·-----·--,-~--~-L~ ... ~.,.pg. 3
·. ·
, Foreign Policy
~ N
B•I
i ."/ 1 ' 3 , When he wM asked about his lack of experience
8
ews fie s ··----·---·--·-----C-~c .. J •••••••pg. ~ in fo~elgn poli~y.. Wallace replied, "Well, I ask you,
~d M
t s· • t
,. .':· ·1 ' . 1-'
4 ~ w..' ~at ad H1~ R~pu.blicans a.nd the Democrats know
., enace o ocle Y --·------~-~~.~.• ~•• ,,,.pg. ~ \'abO.ut it? l'hey've been in charge of the GovernWallace Biography -----~~-~--~~~:Jt_pg.
'wdnt for):he last 5o years and we've had four
/-~~:....,"' '' l. ·. ••. >~:::;-,
(Continued on page 8)
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